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AN ENGINEERING-ORIENTED APPROACH TO THE ADOPTION OF TECimOLOGY
Abstract

Two main facets of the problem of technology change are analyzed
in this paper:

the engineering principles behind new technology and their

adoption by industry.

Simplifying assumptions are made of other facets

of the problem, such as the discovery of new technologies by entrepreneurs,
the use made of them by workers, and the institutional milieu in which
they are adopted.
The adoption of technology will be formulated as models of rational
(i.e., profit maximizing) entrepreneurial choice guided by market price
information (i.e., wage, interest rate, input costs, and product price)
when an industrial production function (IPF) is given.
The IPF resembles the aggregate neoclassical production function
Q=f(K, L) which is abstract and general.

IPF differs from the "abstract"

production function because it represents the "technology shelf" of a
particular industry (the brick industry here).

An investigation is made

of the engineering reality of brick production in order to deduce, on the
one hand, the engineering principles that lie behind the IPF, and, on the
other hand, the IPF itself.

The combination of IPF and models of rational

choice constitute the theoretical framework in our approach to technology
adoption.

The empirical implementation of the theory centers in the use

of the basic economic data collected for a finite number of firms of an
industry.
This paper was prepared as an introductory chapter of a forthcoming
monograph on technology adoption which uses the brick industry in Taiwan
(Republic of China) as a case study.

It is hoped that the methodology

may be transferred to other industries in other countries.

Introduct ion
"The economic growth of nations within the last two hundred years
represent s a process within the framework of a new economic epoch •... The
epochal innovatio n that distingui shes the modern economic epoch is the
extended applicati on of science to the problems of economic productio n.
We may call this long period the 'Scientif ic Epoch' (during which) rapid
growth of science and recognitio n of its usefulnes s brouHht about a
conscious and systemati c applicatio n of basic scientifi c discoveri es to
problems of economic productio n and human welfare .••• The applicatio n of
science meant a proper climate of human opinion.

In this connectio n it

is particula rly important to stress the interrela tions of technolog ical,
social and spiritual change .••• Applicati on of science via technolog y would
not have taken place without changes in social institutio ns. 111
The above historica l vision of Professor Kuznets conveys two essential
messages on technolog y change.

On the one hand, technolog ical change is a

historica l process that lies at the heart of economic growth of the modern
variety.

On the other hand, research in technolog y change is difficult

because the process involves such diversifi ed areas of knowledge as:

the

scientifi c and engineeri ng principle s, their discoveri es (e.g., through
R

&

D and channels of technolog y dissemina tion), their

adoption and

applicatio n (i.e., the experimen tal assessmen t of their feasibili ty lin
terms of productio n efficienc y immediate ly and human welfare ultimatel y),
economic agents with new opinions and spiritual values

1

simon Kuznets, ~~-d~!:!1 Economic Growth

-2(e.g., entrepreneurs with new incentives, labor with new skills and
government officials with new roles), and new institutional arrangements
as organizational devices (e.g., the market and price system for
capitalism) •
In view of the complexity, any economic research on technology
change must, by necessity, be selective of its analytical emphases.
From the five dimensions of technology change mentioned above (i.e., the
engineering principles; their discovery; their

adoption; the economic

agents; and the institutional and organizational devices), the selection
of an analytical focus is delimited, first of all, by the nature of the
inductive evidence which one intends to use.

In our approach, this

evidence consists of information obtained from field trips to
sequent questionnaire returns by some 200 brick factories in
of China.

2

and sub
the Republic

Thus, formal economic models on technology change will have

to be designed for the analysis of a multiple-firm industry in a
developing country.
With the problem characterized in this manner, a number of issues
must be ruled out immediately as unsuitable.

The "formalism" of the

model makes it difficult to deal with issues related to formation of
economic agents (i.e., the quality and the background of the entrepreneurs,
the education and skill of labor, and the policies adopted by the govern
ment officials).

Similarly, we shall also not be concerned with the

discovery and the dissemination of engineering information (e.g., through
R & D and/or international transmission of technology).
R & D and "patent

Issues related to

rights" are unimportant to the brick industry in the

2
A detailed description of the sample returns will be given in a
later chapter.
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develonin<Y rn,,~r-, -,, nf

'1',d,., ....

"'n the "-tn·st i tut i ona~ aspec t,··

rende rs it incon 
our choic e in the analy sis of a multi ple-fi rm indus try
venie nt to analy ze any marke t imper fectio n.

Thus, in our appro ach we

in a comp etitiv e
shall assum e perfe ctly free techn ologi cal inform ation

s of techn oOn the posit ive side, our resea rch empha sizes two facet
the
logic al chang e, namel y the engin eering princ iples and
techn ology .

ado)! ion of

By the "engi neerin g princ iples" we mean the engin eering

from the stand point
reali ty of brick produ ction, i.e., how brick s are made

•

of produ ction engin eers.

By the

adopt ion of techn ology " we mean

tion facto rs affec ting
"techn ology choic e," i.e., the analy sis of the causa
ology choic e.
ratio nal (or profi t maxim izing) entre prene urial techn

Since

imper fect marke ts
we have chose n to negle ct the quali ty of entre prene urs,
ation facto rs" are
and/o r techn ologi cal inform ation (see above ), the "caus
est rates and cost
limite d to facto r price s (i.e. , wage rates , rent, inter
of raw mate rials) .

This type of proble m is obvio usly most suita ble for

analy tical econo mic model s.
l indiv idual
The simpl est model is, in fact, based on the tradi tiona
firm analy sis.

,L))
When a produ ction funct ion (e.g. , in the form of Q=f(K

ct, w for wage, and
and produ ct as well as facto r price s (i.e. , p for produ
n of profi t leads to
n for inter est rate) are postu lated , the maxim izatio
stati c equili brium value s of outpu ts Q and input s, K,L.

The comp arativ e

varia tion of (p,w,n )
stati c analy sis then inves tigate s the impac t of the
on the equili brium magn itudes .

We can inter pret the produ ction funct ion

) as determ ined
as a "techn ology shelf " and the varia tions of (p,w,n
g., in an LDC, wage
exoge nously by the force s of econo mic devel opme nt--e.
increa s63an d inter est rate decli nes throug h time.

Then the comp arativ e

-4static approach amounts to an analysis of the

~doption of technology.

It is evident that, for economic analysis, some such framework of
reasoning is indispensable in any analytical approach (see Section I).
Despite its simplicity, the traditional economic analysis is deficient
in that the abstract production function Q=f(K,L) fails to reflect certain
very essential engineering principles particular to the brick industry.
A brief sketch of the engineering realities of production in the brick
industry will be undertaken in Section II.

It will then be apparent that

technology in this industry really means some very concrete engineering
facts (e.g., sizes of firm, structure of kiln, sunning ground capacity,
fuel and manpower utilization) and that, through time, technology changes
are manifested mainly in terms of these diversified engineering dimensions.
The major benefit derived from field trips is the ide•.1tification of thP
specific engineering techniques which helps us determine the rhenomenon
characteristic of technology change for a particular industry (e.g. the brick
industry).
The two facets
adoption

of the problem just outlined, i.e., the technology

and the engineering principles, must be blended into the same

economic model.

For this enterprise, it is clear that there is a basic

difference between "engineering economics" on the one hand and "economics
of technology change" on the other.

The former, which is an art practiced

by engineers, attempts to incorporate in their blueprints all the engineering
dimensions to build~ plant that maximizes profits.

This is, of course,

never the interest of an economist who is concerned primarily with the
explanation of

social phenomena observable through statistical informa-

tion revealed by the coexistence of a multitude of large and small, old
and new, competitive firms (i.e., firms using technologies with different

-5vintages) that make up the brick industry.

For this reason, the economist

must be preoccupi ed with a small number of engineeri ng principle s--rather
than a host of engineeri ng details.

The aim of this chapter is to show

how we intend to blend "technolo gy

adoption" and "engineer ing principle s"

in the same economic model (or models}.
The design of the model is based on a three-ste p reasoning .

In the

first step, three "engineer ing principle s" will be identified as essential
These are:

for the brick industry.

(i) the substitut ion of labor by other

sources of energy in the performan ce of work (Section TII), (ii} capital
oriented efficienc y of large-sca le productio n (Section IV), and (ii.i) the
consisten cy in productio n schedulin g (Section V).

In the second step,

the engineeri ng foundatio n of the productio n function will be investiga ted.
Thus, our position is that the productio n function approach, familiar to
the economist , should not (and, indeed, cannot) be abandoned .

What is

needed here is to construct special productio n functions which "capture"
the essence of the engineeri ng principle s.

When this is done, the final

step is to carry out the familiar comparati ve static analysis.

An

a~se::sr;

ment of thi& ap~1oach will be glven i~ the last section (VI).
Section I:

Economic Framework of t_he Adaptatio n of Technolog y

A basic requireme nt of any economic model for a multiple- firm

industry is that it can explain the coexisten ce of a finite number (n) of
anrl
c:anital (r:~)
firms for which we can observe the triplet of labor (L.),
1
'
l
output (·)i_)

1.1)

i

= 1, 2, .... n

:'lotice that a superscri pt ''t" is used to identify the vintage of the capital

Cla)

........ ......

0

L

-~o~---------------- ----..L
Diar,ram 1

.. 7--

stock (e.f.., t = 1952 would mean that thci factory was build in the year 1952).
Let a production function be postulated

Q = f(K,L)

1.2)

This is shown by the production contour map of diagram la in which K(L)
The coexistence of two com-

is measured on the vertical (horizontal) axis.
t

t'

petitive firms (i=l ,2), with capital stocks (K 1 , K2 ) ,

is shown by the

short run equilibrium imput points (E 1 , E2 ) with the ~mployment of (I. 1 ,L 2 )
units of labor and producing (Q 1 ,Q 2 ) units of output. That (E 1 ,E 2 ) represents
short run competitive equilibrium is emphasized further by the fact that
they are vertically lined up with the pair of points (G 1 ,r. 2 ) in diagram lb.
In this diagram, the cu~·ient wage rate is "w" and (G 1 ,G 2 ) are the points
t'
t
of intersection of the marginal labor productivity curves (M 1 , M2 ) with the
horizontal wage line ww'.

Thus, the observed triplets in (l.l) represent

short run comi;etitive equilibrium in a competitive industry.
Tl1is traditional analysis has the obvious advantage that it can explnin
Think of K~ as the capital stock of a smaller

a number ot "stylized facts".

For a smaller firm diagram la shows that the outputs

firm (i.e., Kt< Kt').
2
l

and employment are smaller (Q

1

< Q

2

and L < L ) and that the smaller firm
2
1

operates with a lower capital per head (OE 1 less steep than OE 2 ) and a
lower labor productivity (p 1

<

Pz in diagram lb).

This is an important

advantage because (1.1) constitutffithe most important set of data for
economists.
A theory of technology change, consistent with the above competitive
equilibrium interpretation of (1.1), centers on the explanation of the
1

adoption

of (K~, K~

)

as an historical event.

For this purpose, think

of the capital K~ of the smaller firm as representative of a technology

of an older vintage (e.g., t=1930
structed twenty years earlier).

<

t'=1950, i.e., the small firm was con

Let (wt, wt,) represent the real war,P

(in terms of the price of output as a numeraire) and (nt' ~t,) represents
the rates of interest prevailing at (t, t') respectively.

The real wages

(wt, wt,) are indicated on the vertical axis of diagram 2b.

In the year

t, the equilibrium position of the smaller firm was built showing an input
point H in diagram la.
1

The capital stock K~ was adopted because it

represents long run equilibrium relative to the factor price ratio wt/nt
(i.e., the slope of the dotted line n R tangentialto the production
1 1
contour at H ) and the real wage wt (i.e., H lies above the point
1
1
Thus in our approach a theory of technological adoption

s 1 ).

amounts to a

theory of rational (i.e., profit maximizing) historical choice of vintage
capital (e.g., K!).
Reasonings about technological adopt

in th.is framework can be

linked with economic development directly when tl1e latter is interpreted as
"producing," to the individual industry certain exogenous impact on products
and factor prices.

As shown in diagram 1, t' - t years later, the larger

and more modern firm was built with a long run equilibrium position in
dicated at

n2

(diagram la) or

s2

(diagram lb).

This firm came into existence

because it was warranted by the higher real wage (wt'> wt) and relatively
lower interest rate (H R steeper than l\R in diagram la).
2 2
1

Thus, a major

hypothesis of our theory of technology change is that technology adoption
is sensitive to,or primarily induced by, the long run variation of real
factor prices brought about by economic development.
In our approach "technological

adopt ion" is viewed realistically

as a historical process of " marketing" phenomena
of capital vintages by firms.

involving rational choices

This familiar framework can be linked directly

. l

--

with tlw essential ei·onomic data (1.1) on the one hancl and with economicdt.~Vt.~lopment on the otht.•r.
too apparent.

The deficiency of our approach, liowPvt~r,

There must ht• no non-homogeneity of (K,I.,o).

no market imperfection.

Technology information

is all

There must l>e

summarfzpd hy the pro

duction function (l.2) must be perfectly available and free.

The tht•oretical

simplication is necessary as a first approxi.mation hecause it a1 lows us to
explore more deeply our next topic, namely, the reality of the engine<:•r"inr.
principles of production in the brick industry.

·-10 ·
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The EngincerinJ.Lt r~<:_~_ss -~f__R_l'.'_i_cj~_ _P_r_o_c!_u_c:-._t~ion
Four Steps in Brick_ itanufacture
There are four basic steps (Sl, S2, S3 and S4) in t!1e production line of.

brick manufacturin~~--see diar,ram 2a.
raw r.1aterial for hricks (i.e.
brick is formed.

Sl is earth _pilin,_: durini'

h' 11ich

the hris.ic

tlH:> earth) is piled up near th£> place wh.. re

wf.>t

S2 is wet brick_formation dnrinp, which, with the aid of sim 1,le

machines "~\" (i.e. for mixinv the earth wit!, water, stirring, anr! 1noldlnr,),
wet Lrick.s are made via a production line.

S3

j

s :~1._:1.!_1Il~!_~ <lurin\', which

t 11e wet bricks are transporte<1 to the sunnlnv 1~rou11J (depicted as nn :.rea of

a circle wit11 a center al C an·cl n radius r) wl1ere they are le ft to dry in tht>
sun for a fe,J <lays, to complete the first c'.1emi.cal j>rocess.

S4 is baki.n;:

durinr \-!hich t;ie sun-dried brick ar.c shipped in to a kiln ():) ( thoroup!1 an ope1ii.1;,
<;ate) ,.rhere tiley ar.e haked for another few days· to complete the second cl1e1tiiCi.ll
process.

.'.fterwards, the finished products r1 (i.e. tile ha!:~d bricks) come out

of the production line.

Thus the manufacture

of brick

involves both mechanical

moving the earth, the bricks, anrt formin~ the _wet hri.cks) and
(i.e., sunning and baking).

processes (i.e.,
chemical processes

The major current inputs are labor and fuel--th~

'earth" is not a major rc::il c.ost element.
k.iln, the sunninp, groun,-t,and the machinery,

The ma.ior capital goods are the

of which the kiln is by far the

most im,iortan t item from the teclmolor.ical as Hell as financial investment
standpoint.
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(!J
Sl
pi line

e,..rth

~G

r

:>

t

A

s2

>vtO \c\
S4

wet brick
product inn

silnning

bakinp,

(2a) Production line of brick manufacture

In\
Vl
sin;~le kiln

lnnnn\

•

V2

multiple kiln

roof cover

cnnv
helt
rao•.ri.ng
crate~&

,,

.(51

" we t .; 'tr:i c!:
,~. "nq t r,.c tP.re

'J!,

Tunel kiln

(2b) vintages of kiln
Dill.gram 2

t,

br.ick

-.1.2-

Vintap,e Capi_tal
The evolution of brick technology is manifested primarily in the kiln
desicy1.

There are hasically four types of kilns:

the ~inr~1:_e kiln (VI), tl,e

mu~.!_i~le kil~ (V2), the octagonal kiln (V3) and thP tunnel kiln (V4)--see di·i;•i.ir.,
21>.

They represent four vintages of capital in that order.

Jn the one hand, t.,;,·

single kiln (Vl) represents the oldest vintage which is by now nearly extinct.

'l:1

the other hand the tunnel kiln (V4) represents th~ most modern teclmolo~y adopt!•,
by

relatively few modern firms.

tlost of the existin~ firms in Taimm h,1vc'.

multiple or octagonal kilns (V2 or V3).
The single kiln (Vl) has one gate representing one

baking compartment.

Since it takes time for the kiln to warm up and to cool rlown before the next
load of bricks can be baked, the single compartment means essentially that
only one !1ak_ing shift can go on at any moment in time.

The multiple kiln

(V2) is an improvement over the single kiln precisely because it has several
s;ates (or baldng compartments) which can he ignited separately.

In the case

with four "p,ates", for example, a maximum of four different baking shi
(ie. form r;hifts thc:_ bei:in at different tlmes) c.rn f'.:> on at

i::12 ::;L

[t&,

.e. :.:~

1,

-

Tbe •;cta,~o,,al kiln (\ 3) l'P'-'~ ates on the same principle, e:ich of the ei/:1t
compartments can be ignited ser,ar,,,tely. A sinr,le furnace is located in the
middle of the kiln and coal can be fed in from the top.

The improvements of

the octagonal kilns over the mutiple kilns can he seen in at least three
ways.

First, the gates and the

compartments are much larger and tracks are

huilrl around the kiln leadinr, to each compartment.

This allows the workers

to work inside the kiln when they load or unload the carts.

Second, thP kiln

is a much more complicated structure because of the centrally located furnace
which requires mechanized devices in coal feeding, ventilation an<l water
drainage.

Third, because of its octagonal shape, the eight baking shifts

-1 J-

l)perate accordi ng to cyclica l schedu les.
the middlt~
The tunnel kiln (V4) has a rectanp ;ular shape with a tunnel in
frotn one en cl to
through which. tracked carts (with loaded dry bricks) can move
the other.

When the wet bricks are formed at

which hang from conveyo r belts

l\,

they are loaded on movin1• crat,

(the dotted line in diagram 2b).

For the dryinv

of the sun,
proces s, the carts move slowly on top of_ the ldl n so that. instead
Vhcn

proces s.
the wet bricks are now dried by the residue _ he:tt from th,~ haking

are loaded on ti1f'
the carts comple te the journey at one end of the tunnel, they
proces s.
tracked carts that move throur.h the tunnel for the final baking

The en ti re

produc tive line operate s under a covered roof.
ro1wh over the
The tunnel kiln (V4) represe nts a ma.ior techno logical 1Jreal:th
0

ctap,on al kiln (V1) in sc,veral n~~~pec ts.

heat dryinf~ elimina te<l

tl1P.

First, the substit ution of n!sidue

sunnin° , ~roun,i as an input.

Second , since t!ic

due to weathe r
'resirlu e heat process ·' is covered bv a roof, the 1mc0.rt :ainly
conditi ons (i.e. rain and clouds) is also ·elirnin atPcl.

Third, the tnnnf:l

residue heat;
kiln is larger, in order to h.1vc a large area to eT!llnate the
inside t11e
and more complic ated in its interna l design. as tlH\ temper ature
baked \Jitliou t
kiln must be delicnt ely contro lled so th<it t;,e bricks can be
scorch in~ the carts.

This require s the replace ment of coal with oil as fuel.

the baking
Fourth, instead of distinc t bakinr shifts (as in Vl, V2 an<l V1),
ly into the
process is now continu ous as th1.:• loade<l tracl~ed car.ts move smooth
tunnel, one after anothe r.
elimina ted.

Fifth, loading and unloadi ng inside the kiln is

the
Sixth to ;:ichieve synchro nb:::itio n of a smooth bakinf~ proces s,

and wet brick
produc tion process in the nreviou s steps (i.e. earth piling Sl
manufa cture S2) require s more comnli catcd machin ery

(M ) that replace slahor.

1
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~.E_!Paches to _Technology Chan_ye
The above brit!f sketch of the en3ineering process of hrick production
serves nt least one purpose, namely, 1 t helps us to identify the es::.en tial
pJ~~_!lomenon of technical__ch~n_f~- in the brick industry.

From the enp.:ineer 's

point of view, that µhenomeon really centers on the evolution of the kiln
desip,n.

This

is what must he explained in a t!1eory of technoloiw cl1an1:e

in the brick industry.

The economitits, however, are not interested in the

'morphology" of the kilns nor the mechanical or chemical. enp.;ineerinr: details.
Our primary interest is to explain the evolutionary procei;s, i.e. to understand
why the se<Juence of vintage capitals Vl, V'.!., V3 and V4 are adopted throu8h
time in that r.;iven order.
The guiding principle relative to our inqui.ry is to investi~ate the
implications of the above engineering in format ion (i.e., the kiln design) on
the production relatiom;hip hetw, en h1r,uts (i.e;, labor, v~ntaf!C'! capital,
0

see wh~ther f~~':0; price chan~::- will contribute to the emergence ln the
development process of, for examnle, tl1e tunnel kiln (V4) we must investiv.ate
the advanta?,es of V4 in terms of profit calculation.

In short, we must

transl::tte the engineerinr. in formation as prooerties _of the_ production function
such as (1. '.!.)--otherwise the engineering details are obviously il!'relevant to
our inquiry.
Brick manufacturing is a rather simple industry from the viewpoint
.
i ng. 1
pro d uct i on engineer

'.'levertheless, even for such a simnl

engineerinr, principles of production are quite complicated.

of

industry, the
The attem11t to

summarize all these complexities in the "production function" (1.2) will
tend to hide rather than to reveal the engineering principle involved.

He

-15propose to identify, not one, but three abstract engineeriag princi 1>lcs
which we think are essential for brick manufacture

(sec I.ntroduction).

In the following sections we shall briefly describe these enr-ineering principles
and indicate the way we intend to translate these principles as properties of
''production functions".

1

---------- ---

In our original research plan four industries (brick, te:;tilc, s~we
is the simplest for
and machines tools) are selected. The brick industry
steps in the
indentifiable
clearly
several reasons. First it has only four
that numher.
double
least
at
have
proc'luction line--while the other industries
textiles or
shoes,
uith
col!l.p:irison
The brick product is more homor,eneous--in
a single
within
product"
"multiple
by
machine tools which are characterized
and V4)
V3
V2,
(Vl,
capital
of
firm. Third, there are only four vintages
in the
variations
technological
of
forms
in contrast with the more complex
first
industry
simple
the
on
concentrating
by
that
other industries. It is hoped
industries
ot:1er
the
on
light
throw
eventually
(i.e. brick), our approach ,,rill
too.

The Perfo rman ce of Work

III)

of prod uctio n
For brick manu factu ring, much of the real task
unit s of foot- poun ds or
invo lves the perfo rman ce of work , meas ured in
ton-m iles by the engi neer s or phys icist s.

Work must be perfo rmed for

brick s (S2) and the
the pilin g up of earth (Sl), form ation of wet
S3 and S4). Inde ed, the
load ing, moving and unlo ading of brick s (in
uctio n of all prod ucts when
perfo rman ce of work is the hear t of the prod
anica l rath er than chem ical
the engi neer ing prin ciple s invo lved are mech
prod uct is heav y and bulk y
or biol ogic al. It becom es deci sive when the
n of a ligh t and tiny prod uct
such as brick s. Compared with the prod uctio
les of the bric k work er are
such as watc hes, it is obvi ous that the musc
this reaso n, the perfo rman ce
more impo rtant than his skil l or brain . For
tion (1.2 ).
of work shou ld lie behin d the prod uctio n func
ntia l prod uctio n task ,
When the perfo rman ce of work is the most esse
work redu ction capi tal (Kd)
there are two types of capi tal good s, name ly,
ally defin ed by
and work repla ceme nt capi tal (K r ), oper ation
3.la)

aw
w = D(Q, Kd), aQ

b)

w = S(L,K r ), a1

c)

R = <j,(Kr) •

aw

aR
aK

>

O;

aw
aKd

0

(work demand func tion)

>

O;

aw > 0
~
r

(work supp ly func tion)

>

<

0

(fue l cons umpt ion func tion)

r

the amount of work (W)
The work demand func tion (3. la) spec ifies that
ed to outp ut (Q) and
whic h need s to be perfo rmed is posi tivel y relat
ction capi tal (Kd) (e.g .,
nega tivel y relat ed to the amount of work redu
a

whee lbarr ow in the sunn ing of bric ks).

The work supp ly func tion

need s to be perfo rmed can,
spec ifies that the amount of work (W) whic h
and/ or work repla ceme nt
in fact , be perfo rmed by unsk illed work ers (L)
tal good s inclu de such item s
capi tal (K r ). Typi cal work repla ceme nt capi
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as electric generators and steam engines.

These, with the consumption

of fuel (R) (i.e., coal, oil, or electricity as specified in the fuel
consumption function), can be alternative means of producing work.

Thus

the work supply function specifies that unskilled labor (L) and work
replacement capital (K) are substitutable- -i.e., the installation of
r

K can replace labor in producing the needed work.
r
Example
The above ideas can be illustrated with the example of the sunning
process (S3) in brick manufacturing.

Let us assume that the sunning

ground is a disk with a radius, r (see Diagram 2a).

The number of wet

bricks (Q) which can be displayed on the sunning ground is

3.2)

Q =A/a= (n/a)r 2

where "a" is the surface area of one brick.

Now imagine that the wet

bricks come out of the production line at a point near the center, C, of
A (see Diagram 2a) and must be transported by labor to "cover" the

sunning ground area, A.

More units of work need to be performed for a

brick shipped to the edge of the disk than one shipped to a point near C.
Thus total amount of work W which needs to be performed is proportional
.
1 tor 3
tote
h moment o f A wt
i h respect to C , i .e., proportinna

3.3)

W = kr 3

where k =

21rw

3 a

where "w" is the weight of a typical brick. 1

When the radius "r" is

eliminated from (3.2) and (3.3), we have the following work demand function:
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(3.4a)
b)

W = D(Q,K) = k QJ/Z
r

A=

where k

o

0

= (2irw/3a)(a/ir) 3 / 2

aQ

Thus, for the production of a designated amount of output (Q),
certain amounts of work (W) and sunning area (A) are needed as inputs
from the engineering standpoint.

In this example, notice that K is
r

missing in (3.4a) when the wet bricks are carried by the bare hands of
labor.

Generally certain capital goods (baskets, shoulder poles,

wheelbarrows, tracked rails and carts) can be used to reduce the work
which needs to be performed.

The work reduction capital K

r

will then

appear in the work demand function with a negative partial derivative.
The work, as calculated from (3.4a), can be produced by unskilled
labor or an alternative source of energy (oil or electricity) which
requires the installation of work replacement capital K.
r

For a unit

time period (e.g., a day), let the work output per worker (L) be "b"
and let the work output of a unit value of K

r

be "c" (i.e., c is a

product of horsepower and time), then the work supply function is

W = S(L,K) = bL + cK

3.5a)

r

b)

R = dK

r

r

where dis the amount of fuel consumption per unit K per day.
r

The pair

of work demand and supply functions «3.4a) and (3.Sa)) illustrate that,
together, they can give a more realistic interpretation of an "abstract"
engineering principle than the traditional production function (1.2).
Returning to the general case of (3.lab), which, when equated, leads
to

b)

R = $(K)

r

-l'l-

where (3.6a) is a production function in an implicit form.

Thus

output (Q) is a function of (L,Kd,Kr) while fuel is needed to operate
K.
r

In the special case of the above example, we have

3.7a)

k q 312 = bL + cK
o
r
dK

b)

R =

c)

A= aQ

(or

Q = [(bL + cK )/k )] 312
r
o

r

which shows that in the production process, sunning ground areas (A) and
fuel (R) are needed as associated inputs in the ~un drying process in
which the central production task is the performance of work.
Having thus restored the production function (3.6a), we can then p,o
through the traditional formula of comparative static analysis (outlined
in Section II) of the adaptation of technology.

The types of issues

which ca:i be analyzed include the impact of changes in wage, interest
rates, rent and fuel costs on the selection of the right type of technology
(or capital vintage) whereby the work previously performed by unskilled
labor

can be either reduced or replaced, in order to maximize profit.

For example, intuitively it is apparent that with an increase in real wage
and a lowering of interest rates, it will become profitable to install
conveyor belts to replace labor.
The production function which we built up in (3.6a) is both
"realistic" and "abstract."

As compared with the traditional production

function (1.2), it is realistic in that it is derived from consideration
of certain engineering principles.

It is also abstract in the sense that

the same engineering principle can be applied to other industries to the
extent that the performance of work is the central task of production.
It is hoped that the method of analysis is transferable to other
industries.

In order to carry out this research, three additional issues
must be faced, i.e., theoretical, empirical and econornetrical.

The

theoretical issue centers around an investigation of the properties of
the work supply and demand functions (3. lab) so that the deduced
production function (3.6a) will have those familiar properties (e.g.,
the laws of diminishing returns, economies of scale, and elasticities
of substitution) which are essential for the derivation of the traditional
comparative statictheorems.

The empirical issue centers on the

classification of capital goods into the work reduction variety (Kd)
and work replacement variety (K ).
r

The econometric issue centers on

the derivation of the production functions (3.lab) and (3.6a) in their
parametrical forms, e.g.,

so that the parameters 0. can be estimated.
l.

in greater detail in a later chapter.

These issues will be analyzed

From the brief description in Section II (or even fror:i t:1c· picture of
diagram 2b) one can get an unmistakable impression thilt capital r·.oods (i.e.
the kiln desi~n in our case) of a later vintage usually im 1)liN, "large"
scale operation measured in terms of out;iut capacity or size of fixed capital
investment.

This impression is amply supported l,y the statistical data (see

a later chapter) and even by casual visits on fieltl trips.

llodern technology

probablv implies a diminished size of fir111 only for a very few industries
\;hile an increasing size is the general rule.

Thc. issue of firm size is

important because with the limited entrepreneurial capacity and/or tht~ uncierdevelopeJ state of the financial marLet, a technology that <lemanrls a laq~e
factory :11ay not he adopted, :in spite of the efficiency of large scale producticm
in profit terns.

•

Hn

For these reason, the economy of scale in an industrv is

important dimension of tecl1nolor,y

adoption and has been singled out for

an i.ntenaive study in our approach.
:--lany reasons can be (and h<1ve been) f-'iven to account for the i;rowth in
size of an individual firm (e.g. to monopolize the market, to gain sense of
control and for tr1c financial advantar:e) which need not concern us.

We must

narrow down our research for the causation factor to those \Jhich are related
to the engineering aspect of production.

From diagram 2b)

W£'

see that a tunnel

ki.ln -~u~sD_<:. a large one (i.e. with larger output capacity per year than
the kilns of an earlier vintaP.e.) if
in its ,lesip,n are to be realized.

all the "engineering pr:inciples'' involved
The surface that emanates residue heat

must he large and he.nee the kiln itself must be large.
special features of the furnace an<l internal design
control.

This requires

of the kiln for thermal

The lar~e kiln capacity in turn requires special engineering

principles to feed the dried bricks into thP. kiln •,1hich has eliminated the
internal loading by human 1,<:.r,d:;.

For example, conveyor •-~lts that eli:nir,.:1te

the labor needer! in the 311ndrying process must bP. .installed, because workers
can not walk on top of the kiln.

Thus a capital stock for a

production technology of a modern vintage (e.g. the tunnel kiln in our case)
is large and expensive primarily because it can incorporate in its design
scientific principles uncovered in many diversified areas (i.e. a multitude
of principles in thernal controls and medrnnical device~ of science and
industrial applications •
"scientic epoch·'.

The epoch of modern growth, is, after all, the

(See introduction).

The above understanding is relevant to our approach (i.e. an .~':E-~_omic
analysis of technology adaptation) in a limited hut important sense.

For

w;1at we have just learned is that the returns .. to. scale is determined_ l?l_ the. size

?f the capital stock.

For it is the capital stock (in our case, t11e ]~ila)

,,rhich incorporates the scientific progress so that the economic advantage of
large scale production can be traced <iirectly to tbe si7,e of the capital
stock.

It Ls this

insight

which must be stated as a property of the

production function (1.2).
Hhen the production function (1.2) is given, for any input poi.nt (}~

0

,

we can define an index 1:ieasurinr, the degree of retunrn of scale, by

4.1)

s =

af

ar

clKK/Q+ 3L L/Q

To see the meaning of "s", suppos£' both labor and capi. tal are increased by
the common fraction >., i.e.

L

0

)
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4.2)

a)

A= dk/K - dL/L

= ( d Q/ Q) I A

C) s

When (4.2a) is substituted in (4.2b) we have 4.2c.

Thus "s" is the re.rcenuwe

increase in output (dQ/Q) per unit percentage increase in both inputs (A).
Thus at (K ,L ) the production function has increasin)', (decreasing, or constant)
0

0

returns to scale when s > 1. (s < 1 or s = 1).
degree of returns to scale at a point (1~ ' L ).
0
0

The value of s indicater; the
For example, when s ._ 1

everywhere, the production fw1ction is tlie neo-classical. \lroduction function
which satisfies the condition of CRTS ( constant retums to scale) and ( t, .1)

is the Euler theorem.
The abstract engineeri:1p- principle that "the returns to sc.:-1le is
determii1ed by the size of the capital stock'' can now be interpreted as th0
postulation of a real postive valued function

4.3)

S = H (l~)

\Jhich specifies that "K determines s''.
specified, it can take on many forns,
In this diagrari1 s an,l

t:

Since H(K) can be arbitrarily
as illustrated in diagram 3b,

are measured on the horizontal (pointing to the left)

and vertical axes respectively.

Three alternative shapes of the lI(k)

functions (aa, bb, and cc) are shown.

ThP case of "aa'' specifies CRTS every,1hcre.

The case of "bb" is t!1e familiar ''Classical" firm which changes from IRTS
(s >l) to DRTS (s < 1) at a turning point b' (s = 1) as the size of the
capital stock expands.

The case of ;'cc' shows IR7S everywhere with diminishing

strenth after a turninr, point c'.

Thus (4.1) may hP. referred to as the l:H~al·.·

function which describes the manner in which the ret11rn8 to scale arc effect<!d

hy K.
When an arbitrary scale function (4. 1) is postulated, a theoretical
i.ssue is "which production function (1. 2) will have such a spP.ci. fied scale
function?"

[quating (/•.3) and (4.1) leads to the fol.lowing partial clif-

ferential equation

(4.4)
the solution of which

then provides the answer.

if thi:, production function is indicated by

A

contour m;;ir in diagram 3a and if ll{K), for example, is represented by thP.
case of "bb" in di;;igram 3b then all input points on the same horizontal
lines (e.g. 1: K ) will have the same value of s {e.g.

1 1

l:i

= s?).

:iotice that

a subscript "H" ai,pears in the production function in (4.5) to remind us

ot the tact that the solution depends on the scale function.
Equation (4.5) represents a family of production functions, which
includes as a sub-family the new classical production function (i.e. the
CRTS-family) as a special case.

This far.1ily may he referred to as the

SSWK (scale sensitivity with repect to K) family.

The family name reminds

us that its derivation is based on consideration of certai,, ah.;tr;tct ~r.Ji
ing ,,rl.1-.:ipl~s d:.scussed 2.1.;::l.:. r.

1':?~:::---

"'t is 1JbvL:>.1s that, by an ent~cely

symrr.etrical precedure, we could have construrte-i a SS\II, (''L" standinr, f.:-r ~ahor)
family.

rn1en Adam S'!llit~ ar~ued for the efficiency of large scale production
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based on the principle of division of labor in his well known needle factory, the
relevant production function is in the SSWL family.

In his case of a rural

industry, Adam Smith barely mentioned the importance of incorporatinp;
innovative scientific principles into the capital equipment.

Efficiency

to him, is traced mainly to funcUonal (or task) specialization brought
about by the division of labor that makes use of very simple tools.

The

"tunnel Kiln" is a product of modern science, a far cry from the needle factorv
in a rural society.

The SSWK family aims to catch the essence of a modern

production process where scientific principles arc incorporated in capital p:oods.
As we have discussed in the last section (section III), the comparative
static analysis of technological adoption can be carried out when the produc
tion function (4.5) is restored.

The meaninr,ful issues which will he

addressed in this analysis center around the technological foundation of
increasinp: firm size throur,h time, e.g. will the size of the firm tend to
grow for a technological reason, when wage increases and/or interests rate
falls.

Once again, this production function (4.5) is Goth "realistic" and

"abstract" and for the same reason (see Section III).

Furthermore, again,

this approach leads to theoretical, empirical and econometric. researches
parallel to those discussed in the last sectjon.
treated in another chapter.

These matters will be
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V. §cheduling Efficiency in a Step-Oriented Production Process
A modern factory is "step-oriented" in the sense that the production
line is formed in sequentially ordered steps.

The brick industry is simple

because the production line has only four steps

(s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 ) which

are "linearly" ordered (i.e., no "branching off".

See diagram 2a).

When

ever a production line is in the form of multiple steps there is always
the engineering problem of production scheduling to achi0.ve a synchroniza
tion of the various steps so that the output of one step (Si) can move
"smoothly" to the next step (Si+l) as an input.

In this section, we shall

first discuss the abstract engineering principle of rroduction scheduling
in the brick industry.

The formulation of an economic model that deals with

a problem of this type will then be outlined .
.~roduction Scheduling in Brick ManufaGturing
Production scheduling is an engineering issue because it takes time to
perform the production task in each step (S.).
1

\fuen the production task is

chemical, biological or biochemical rather than mechanical, time becomes a
non-trivial issue.

Production scheduling becomes a complex issue when the

time t. required at the step (S 1 ) varies from step to step (i.e., t
~

1

.
1

It.).
J

For then to synchronize the capacity 04tput Q. of S, as inputs into S.+l th~
l

time dimensions (t
if Si

<

1

1

1

and ti+l) must be calculated explicitly.

(For example,

Si+l and if Qi is "small" it may take several shifts in Si to feed

the one 3hift car,acity demand for s + ).
1 1

This calculation must be taken

into conaideration even at the blue-printing stage before the factory was
constructed, as Q. is determined, to a large extent, by the capital stock
1
(K.) installed for S .•
1

1

Hence production scheduling is

an

"investment"

decision, rather than an operational decision, based on technological or
engineering information.

It is, thus, one facet of the problem of the

of tech1w logy.
!'or the bri.ck .industry the lwn "chemical" production steps OC'C:ured nt
the sunni1). step (S ) and the haking step (S )---see diagram 2a.
3
4

In good

weather, it takes several. days (t ) for the sun to dry the wet br.icks.
1
It takes another several days (t ) to warm up, to bake and to cool the kiln
2
before the next baking shift can be started,

Suppose, over a unit time

interval of u-<lays, (e.g., u = 31) days in a month), the sunning ground is
to be used over n
n

1

and n

2

1

times and the kiln is to be used over n

2

times (i.e .•

are the number of sunning shifts and !Jaking shifts, respectivel y).

In case tile out put capacity (K ) of the sunning gn:,:md area and the output
1

.capacity

(K'))
... of the kiln are to be fully utilized, the followir,g cons.istc'ncy

condition must be fulfilled "in the long run" for any efficiently designed
factory:

5.1)

= t

1

It

2

n2
)
n
1

(= -

Equation 5.lc states the capacity multiple (K/K ) must be the same as the
2
"time multiple" ( t / t ).
2
From our brief discussion in section II we see that two facets of the
evolution of the technology in the brick industry clearly stand out as
paramount.

(see diagram 2b).

On the one hand, the evolution from the

Single kiln (VI) through the octagonal kiln (V3) is characterize d, most of
all, by the fact that the single gate (or compartmen t)---which standsfor
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a single baking shift--in the kiln design gave way to the multiple gate,
or multiple baking shift.

Intuitively, the advantage of the latter is

traced to the "flexibility" in production scheduling thus gain.

On the

other hand, the central phenomenon in the evolution from (V3) to the tunnel
kiln (V4) is the elimination of the sunning group area and the repla~ement
of the distinct baking and sunning shifts (n ,and n ) with a
2
1
continuous operation in production scheduling.

It would thus

appear that production scheduling is an important dimension of kiln design
and hence of technological adaptation for the brick industry.
The simplicity of the "consistency condition" in S.lc is deceiving,
for production scheduling is an extremely complicated problem even for
the "two-step" case.

Some numerical examples (see Table one) will be

sufficient to illustrate the complexity of the.issues involved.

Suppose

it takes three days (t =3) to sun dry and seven days (t •7) for bakin$?.•
2
1
The residue classes, modulus seven, of the positive integers are indicated
by the seven columns of table 4a.

As a mnemonic device, these columns

are indicated as the seven days of a week.

Equation 5.la shows that the

length of a production cycle, u, is a common multiple of t

1

and t

2

and

hence, it is natural to choose u = 21 days, the least common multiple (LCM)
of (t =3 and t =7).
1
2

The"production calendar" consists of the sequentially

ordered production cycles c ,c ,c ..••
1 2 3

The first two cycles (c

1

and c )
2

are shown in table 4a and a plan for production scheduling is to be
written on such a "calendar."

An encircled number indicates the first

1

day of "sun drying shift ~hile a blockeJ number indicates the first dcJv
of a"baking sliift"(see table 2b).
Since a baking shift takes seven days (t~=7),
a necessary condition
,_
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for the full util.lzation of the kiln c;1pacity is that all integers in
the same residue class are blocked (i.e., chosen .1s the first day of bakinr
In tab.le lib, all Sundays nre blocked.

shifts).

Similarly, a necessary

condition for a full utilization of the sunning group area is that the
1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, and 19) belonr; to the

encircles numbers (i.e.,

same residue class modulus, t=J.
exactly n

1

= u/t

1

In each produc'tion cycle there are

= 21/3=7 sunning shifts and n 2 = u/t 2 = 21/7

shifts, satisfying (5.la).

=

3 bakin!!

1

According to the consistency condition (5.lc), the ratio of the sun
ning ground capacity to the kiln capacity (K/K 2 ) must be the same as
t /t = 3/7.
1 2

Let us then assume K = 300 and K and 700.
1
2

Bilsed on tlwse

figures, the weekly output of dried brick (i.e., bricks that are ready
for the kiln) are n~corded in column (1) while those that actually enter
the kiln are recorded in coJ.umn (2).

Their difference, the dried brick

which must enter the kiln not in the same week
entered in column (3),
entered in column (4).

(i.e., (1) - (2))

are

while the unused kiln capacity (i.e., 770 - (2), is
It is apparent that some inefficiencies in pro

duction scheduling are involved whenever there is unused kiln capacity
(i.e., positive entries in column (4)) and/or a lengthy "waiting time"
is involved before the dried brick can enter the kiln (i.e., positive
entries in column 3).

1

In the example shown in (4b), the flow pattern

There is one important difference between a baking shift and a sunning
shift from the engineering view point. Once a baking shift begins, the
gate of the kiln is sealed and can not be opened again for at least 7 days.
Once a sunning shift begins, however, wet bricks can be displayed on the
sunning ground .area on any dav provided that there are vacancies (i.e., unused
In the examples in Table one, the problems
sunning ground capacity).
related to underutilization of sunning group capacities are assumed to
be non-existent, while, in fact, they may be important problenfl for a
more satisfactory analysis of production scheduling.
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repeats itself perpetually after the second cycle (C 2 ) involving both a
full utilization of sunning ground and a full utilization of the· kiln
capacity.

This is due to the fact that the consistency condition (5.Jc)

is satisfied.
Formally, the problem of production scheduling can be formulated as
follows.

Let S. be the number of wet brick output on the i-th day (i.e.,
1

S. bricks must enter the sunning ground in the morning of the (i+l)th day).
1.

Let B. be the number of sun dried bricks that enter the kiln on the ith
1

day (i.e., B. bricks begin the baking process in the morning of the ith
1.

day). Then the sunning schedule Sand the baking schedule Bare described
by the following infinite series:

5.2a)
b)

The pair (S,B) is a feasible production schedule only if a number of engineering
conditions

defined in terms of t ,t , K1 and K2 are satisfied.
1 2

The kiln

capacity K.,... must not be exceeded which means the non-zero entries in B
can occur "at most", in a residue class of integers modulus t 2 .

The sunning

ground capacity K must not be exceeded which means that S.1. must not exceed
1
the empty space of the sunning ground on the i+lth day (a number which is,
in turn, determined by the cumulative values of Si and Bi up to the i-th
day).

Furthermore, Sand n must be consistent

in the same sense ci1at E.1.

must not exceed the number of unbaked dried bricks on the i-th morning
(a number which is dt=termined by t 1 and the values of th Si's which started
the sunning process at least t 1 days earlier).

All these conditions must
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be specified explicitly as binding conditions of an infinite linear
programming problem.
It is obvious that when the tmgineering parameters (t ,t ,K ,K ) are
1 2 1 2
specified there is a whole set F of feasible production schedules.

F

is the production possibility set which takes the place of the production
function (1.2) for this problem.

For a multiple kiln the number of

engineering parameters increase~ for example, when there nre three com
partments in a kiln the engineering parameters are (t ,t ,K ,K~,K~,K~),
1 2 1
and the feasible solution set F expands.

It is thus clear that a rigorous

analysis of technological adoption, depicting the evolution from the
single kiln to the multiple kiln, requires an investigation of infinite
programming problems of this type.
Technology Adoption
With the knowledge of factor and product prices one can choose a
feasible production schedule from F that maximizes profit.

Suppose the

profit maximizing production schedule (i.e., the maximum feasih]e solution)
is

which is seen to be a function of the engineering parameters as well as
the wage rate "w" the price of bricks "p" and the interest rate "i".
(The economic interpretation of such a maximizing problem is the "mini
mization of working capital cost" because the problem involves dated input
a~d output.)

In this form, technology

linear programming problem.

adoption becomes a parametric

For example, with an increase in wage rate

"w" and a lowering of the interest rate "i", the "evolution" from a
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single kiln to a multiple kiln appears as properties of the maximum
feasible solutions (S ,B ).
0

0

It is apparent that comparative static theorems arc quite difficult-as all parametric linear programming problems are difficult to solve.
For example, the problem can be very complicated when the uncertainty
of weather is taken into consideration, as t , the "sunning time", must
1
be described by a probability function.

Thus the preliminary work in

a later chapter on this subject merely serves to indicate the intricacy
of the analytical issues involved in the problem of production scl1edulinR,
and recognizes that we are

nowhere near a "general solution."

Yet, such

a beginning must be attempted as production scheduling appears to be a
major dimension of technological evolution in the brick industry •

•

V[)

Conclusions
An engineering oriented appro:-i.ch to the adoption of teclrno]ogv is based

on the belief that the epoch of modern r,rowth is a scientific and engineering
epoch :md hence the adoption

of "enr:ineerinp principals," as. control led lw

market prices, lies at t'ie heart of technology chanf!,e.

The blending of the

''en~inecring principles" and "economic models" in our approach emphasizes
that technological evolution is a rational historical process.
The three "abstract'· engineering principles which we cliscussed in the
sections III, IV and V have, by no means, exhausted all the engineerinr.
princinles involved, even for such a simple industry like brick manufacture,
which is literally the product of many many c1reas of scienti.fic progress.
The three principles are singled out because they appear to be essential
for brick manufacturing and more importantly, for some other industries as
well.

l~tile concentrating on bricks, we hope that our rneci1od of analyuis,

involvinr- t!1eory and statistical data, is transferable.
We will not attempt to duplicate the task of the engineers by in tegr::1.ting
the three principles into an all-inclusive framework for the hrick industry.
1-le

the economists

1

,-lill 'cut up" the brick industry into "parts" and look at the

three engineering principles individually and separately.

Our hypothesis

sinr,les out these three principles, a priori, as "relevant."

An assessment

of which of these principles are dominant, essential, or irrel.j?vent, for
technology adoption

is the primary aim of empirical research based on

sample return data for the shoe industry.
Ordinarly when people look for the policy~plication of a theory on
technology change they address a set of issues vaguely related to

economic ~_g_~_ts (e. p,. hm• to promote the growt!1 of the entreprc.-neurs1,ip in a
particular c1tltural mcU.•1, a1i:I how to desi.gr: ilr· e,lucati.on systc, t, ,upply
the skil.led man power); the d:f.!;,:~very of the technical_ inforr.1atlon (c.~.J
Rand D expenditures, the patcul

right laws or dissemination of technology

through conference~ and institutional organization (e.g., the imperfect ion
of the product, &

inputs, and the financial markC?ts).

The readers will, of

course, search in vain in our report for this type of policy recommendation
--for the simple reason

that th~se issues arcneglected

by our assumptions

of perfect marl:et, perfect entrepreneurship and free information (see
introduction).
There are policy implications in our approach which will be summari.z<-!d
in the last cha;,ter.
as

~1evert 11eless, in anticination of criticisms of our report

esoteric and irrelevant,

we must add tlrnt this is a very embryonic stage

of our knowledp:e of technology change.
is to mark off phenomena
from irrelevant.

The primary purpose of initial research

which arc essential from non-essential and rclcva:-it

For the scientific epoch of modern growth, our hvoothP.RiR 1,::

that an enr:ineeri.nr, oriented approach is essential and relevant.
whether supported or even rejectP.cl by data, will contrih11te to the
purpose of initir1l research.
clepends upon

inttial research

He helieve

The thesis,
primary

th::it healthy pol icy in the lon?, run

of this type.

